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INTRODUCTION
The Republic of Vietnam, i.e., South Vietnam, officially ceased to exist at 12 noon, April
30th, 1975 after its last President, General Duong Van (Big) Minh surrendered to a highranking army officer of the North Vietnamese troops at the Dinh Doc Lap (Independence
Palace). About 132,000 South Vietnamese were successful in getting out of the country
either by their own means or being evacuated by the Americans1. By March 1996,
almost one million Vietnamese have settled in the United States2. In Canada, the total
number of Vietnamese was 136,810 in 19963. There are also important Vietnamese
communities in Western Europe and Australia. A significantly large body of recorded
information has been generated by the Vietnamese expatriates throughout the world.
This paper tries to summarize some of the important issues in the creation, organization,
and use of that body of recorded information.
CREATION OF INFORMATION BY OVERSEAS VIETNAMESE
In this paper, the term "information" is used in its broadest meaning to include all kinds
of communication messages regardless of contents and formats, with a focus on the
printed word. Due to the author's limitations, however, all data used will be from North
American sources only.
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The generation of information by overseas Vietnamese was something destined to
happen. Like any other groups of people in exile, the Vietnamese came to their adopting
countries with heavy baggages of their past. It would be essential, therefore, to
understand the motivation of the overseas Vietnamese before we can appreciate what
they produce. Generally speaking, the Vietnamese now living in the United States came
to this country in three waves: the 1975 evacuees coming right after the collapse of South
Vietnam, the "boat people" coming in the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s, and,
finally, the HO (Humanitarian Operation) Program people coming after 19904.
1975-1979 Period
The 1975 group, including a large number of high-ranking government officials and
armed forces officers, represented more or less the people who were decision-makers and
responsible for the war efforts. They felt an obligation to defend what they did in the past
that led to the collapse of the country. The U.S. government, especially those in the
military circle, also wanted to know why the war was lost. So, either by their own
initiative or through financial support from the American government, these people have
written about their own experiences. The most important publications during this period
were the issues of the monographic series titled "Indochina Monographs" published by
the U.S. Army Center of Military History5. Also published during this period were VicePresident Nguyen Cao Ky's Twenty Years, Twenty Days, by Stein and Day in 1976, and
General Tran Van Don's Our Endless War : Inside Vietnam, by Presidio Press in 1978.
The publications in Vietnamese language of this period were mostly reprints of works
that had been published in South Vietnam before 1975. There were only a handful of
new Vietnamese language publications written by a few authors--e.g., Vo Phien and Le
Tat Dieu-- whose names had already been established before 1975. Their works reflected
their state of shock by the sudden uprooting and their loving memories of the fatherland,
now forever lost. A mere total of 40 serials, i.e., magazines, newspapers, newsletters, and
occasional papers as well, were published between 1975 and 1979. It is, however, worth
noticing that the first newspaper, Chân Tr©i M§i (New Horizon), had its first issue
published on May 2nd, 1975 when this first wave of Vietnamese were still in the refugee
processing center in Guam6.
1980-1990 Period
The whole picture changed radically with the second wave of refugees, which added
hundreds of thousands of people to the Vietnamese communities. This important influx
of Vietnamese refugees provided a big boost to the whole process of generationdissemination-consumption of recorded information. By 1990, it was estimated that there
were "hàng chøc t° chÙc væn hóa, trên næm mÜÖi nhà xuÃt bän, hàng træm t© báo Çang hoåt
Ç¶ng, hàng ngàn ngÜ©i cÀm bút và hÖn m¶t triŒu ngÜ©i Ç†c" (dozens of cultural organizations,
over fifty publishing houses, hundreds of published serials, thousands of writers, and
over one million readers)7. Between 1975 and 1996, we witnessed a strong and steady
growth of the number of published Vietnamese-language serials as reflected in the
following figure:
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Figure 1
Source: A Bibliography of Overseas Vietnamese Periodicals
and Newspapers, 1975-1995 = Muc Luc Bao Chi Viet Nam
Hai Ngoai, 1975-1995 / compiled by Nguyen Hung Cuong &
Nguyen Anh Tuan. Washington, D.C. : Southeast Asia Resource
Action Center, 1997.
Unlike the 1975 evacuees, the "boat people" had had some painful living experiences
with the Communists before they left Vietnam. Besides, they were more "ordinary"
people than the original evacuees; even if they had worked for the government they were
holding lower ranks. Their motivation, therefore, was totally different from the first
group. They did not feel obliged to defend their pre-1975 activities. At the same time,
they were angry by the way the Communists had treated them: internment in labor
camps, confiscation of their properties, forced relocation in "new economic areas", etc.
Let's hear from the author Vo Phien, commenting on the difference between the two
groups: "L§p tháng TÜ, tháng Næm, 1975 ra Çi trong cänh tan tác Ç° v« mang tâm trång tuyŒt
v†ng; l§p ra Çi sau 77, 78 Çã träi qua Çàn áp nhøc nhã mang theo cái uÃt hÆn cûa ÇÒng bào trong
nÜ§c dÜ§i ch‰ Ç¶ m§i. L§p trÜ§c Üu hoài; l§p sau sôi søc. L§p trÜ§c bi; l§p sau phÅn. L§p trÜ§c
bùi ngùi vŠ cái ViŒt Nam trÜ§c 75; l§p sau hÆm h¿c vŠ cái ViŒt Nam sau 75" (The April, May

1975 group, leaving amid devastation, are desperate; the after-77, 78 group, having gone
through humiliation and oppression, are bringing with them the anger of their fellow
countrymen living under the new regime. The former group longs for the past; the latter
one boils inside. The former group is pessimistic; the latter one is angry. The former
group is melancholic about the Vietnam before 75; the latter one is upset by the Vietnam
after 75)8. This group of Vietnamese identified themselves more as political refugees.
Also unlike the 1975-79 period, this period has witnessed the appearance of a whole
generation of new writers, especially female writers and the Vietnamese literature
created during this period was indeed "a literature in exile". Both production rate and
volume of recorded information during this period was incredibly tremendous. Nguyen
Ngoc Bich, in his paper "VÎ Trí Trung Tâm Cûa Væn-H†c ViŒt-Nam Häi-Ngoåi" (The Central
Position of the Overseas Vietnamese Literature), made the following comments: "...s¿
phong phú khác thÜ©ng cûa nŠn væn-h†c ViŒt-nam häi-ngoåi trong nh»ng næm vØa qua, Ç¥c-biŒt
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là trong thÆp niên 1980, và phäi k‹ nhÜ b¶t-khªi tØ næm 1985 trª Çi..." (…the extraordinary

abundance of the overseas Vietnamese literature in the past several years, especially in
the 1980s, and more specifically the great boost after 1985…); "Hàng træm tác-phÄm Çáng
k‹ trong m¶t nºa thÆp niên thì ª trong m¶t quÓc gia bình-thÜ©ng cÛng Çã là m¶t ÇiŠu Çáng mØng
rÒi. N»a là ª Çây, ta Çang nói vŠ m¶t nÜ§c ViŒt-nam lÜu vong mà con sÓ không lên quá m¶t triŒu
ngÜ©i räi rác kh¡p næm châu" (The publication of hundreds of important works in half a

decade, in a country in normal conditions, should already be something to celebrate. It
should be a lot more important in this case since we are talking about a Vietnam in exile
whose population does not exceed one million and is scattered throughout the whole
world)9. The 1985 boost was confirmed by Nguyen Hung Dung when he reviewed the
situation in 1986: "1986, næm ÇÀu thÆp niên thÙ hai cûa ngÜ©i ViŒt tÎ nån cÛng là næm mà væn
hóa ViŒt Nam häi ngoåi phát tri‹n månh më hÖn h£n ÇÀu thÆp niên trÜ§c và nh»ng xuÃt bän
phÄm cûa ngÜ©i ViŒt tÎ nån trª nên phong phú, trong Çó có nhiŠu tác phÄm l§n cûa các nhà væn,
nhà thÖ cÛ và m§i Çã Ç¥t chân t§i b‰n t¿ do sau ngày miŠn Nam VN søp Ç°" (1986, the first

year of the second decade of the Vietnamese refugees, is also the year in which the
overseas Vietnamese literature has strongly developed, clearly exceeding the first year of
the previous decade; and the publications of the Vietnamese refugees have become
abundant with important works by old and new writers and poets, who have set foot on
the land of freedom after the collapse of South Vietnam)10. While the high-ranking South
Vietnamese government officials and military personnel continued to publish accounts of
their pre-1975 activities, a large majority of writers of this period talked about their post1975 experience. Many important autobiographical works were published with a strong
focus on the painful experiences endured in re-education concentration camps. The
tremendous growth of the literature in exile during this period can be explained by many
factors: 1) Contributions were made not only by a whole generation of new writers but
also by pre-1975 writers who succeeded in their escapes from Vietnam; 2) Vietnamese
fonts were available with personal computers, making page layout with Vietnamese
diacritics easier and faster; and, 3) The presence of a large community made publishing
and selling books reasonably profitable businesses. Let's hear from Vo Phien: "Tåp chí
Væn H†c ª Sài Gòn trÜ§c 1975 Ãn hành trung bình m‡i kÿ chØng næm nghìn bän, ª Çây hiŒn nay
vào khoäng m¶t nghìn bän. M¶t nghìn bän cho m¶t triŒu ngÜ©i, so v§i næm nghìn bän cho hai
chøc triŒu ngÜ©i : cao hÖn gÃp bÓn lÀn. Sách còn cao hÖn : Ÿ Sài Gòn sách in nghìn rÜªi hai
nghìn cuÓn; ª Çây tØ m¶t nghìn Ç‰n nghìn rÜªi cuÓn. SÓ lÜu dân ViŒt Nam ít hÖn dân sÓ MiŠn
Nam hai mÜÖi lÀn mà sÓ sách tiêu thø chÌ xê xích chØng Ãy, thÆt là ÇiŠu không ng© (Before

1975, literary magazines published in Saigon had an average run of 5,000 for each issue,
here right now each run is about 1,000. One thousand copies for one million people,
compared with 5,000 for twenty million: four times more. The ratio is even higher for
books: in Saigon books were issued between 1,500 and 2,000 copies; here it is between
1,000 and 1,500. The population in exile is only one-twentieth of the population of South
Vietnam and yet the volume of books sold is almost the same, this is really incredible)11.
By 1986-87, the overseas Vietnamese communities were provided with almost every
category of literary forms in significant volume: biography, short stories, novels, poetry,
history, literary history and criticism, etc. (Nguyen Ngoc Bich has also written several
excellent annual summaries of overseas Vietnamese literary activities12,13,14).
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Post-1990 Period
The HO group came to the U.S. in very special circumstances: the automatic acceptance
of "boat people" as legitimate political refugees was ended with people still in "refugee"
camps in South East Asia having to go through the screening process; the collapse of the
Soviet Union and its Eastern European allies; the policy change in Vietnam paving the
way for the possible return to Vietnam for the Vietnamese expatriates; the emerging
movement of cultural exchange between Vietnam and the overseas Vietnamese
community. All of these created an uneasiness within each expatriate: when you are no
longer banned from returning to your country, are you still an exile ? A Vietnamese
literary critic, Nguyen Hung Quoc, observed that "TØ khoäng 1989, 1990 trª Çi, nhÜ s¿ nhÃt
trí cûa m†i ngÜ©i, væn h†c lÜu vong bÜ§c vào giai Çoån b‰ t¡c" (From 1989, 1990 onward, as
everyone has agreed, the literature in exile has stepped into a deadlock period)15. This
phenomenon had been predicted by Vo Phien in 1987: "... không có m¶t tÜÖng lai xa cho nŠn
væn h†c nÀy. ... Nh»ng em bé cháu bé l§n lên ª MÏ, sº døng ti‰ng MÏ thåo hÖn ti‰ng ViŒt, ÇÜ®c
Çào tåo tØ bÆc mÅu giáo ª trÜ©ng MÏ, ra Ç©i, chúng có th‹ là mÀm non cûa nŠn væn-h†c b¢ng
ViŒt ng» ÇÜ®c sao ?" (… there is no distant future for this literature. … The children who

grow up in the United States, being more fluent in English than in Vietnamese, starting in
kindergarten and going through the whole educational system in American schools,
going into adult life, cannot be the source of this literature in Vietnamese, can they ?)16.
These predictions were confirmed in 1992 by Nguyen Hoang Nam, who wrote: "Nhìn
chung næm 1992, ngành xuÃt bän sách xuÓng dÓc và së xuÓng dÓc n»a... , næm 1992, ngÜ©i ta
Çã thÃy dÃu hiŒu cûa m¶t s¿ phá sän... V§i cái Çà nÀy, tÜÖng lai không có gì sáng sûa trong sinh
hoåt væn nghŒ ª häi ngoåi." (In general, in 1992, the book publishing activity has gone

down and will go down even further…, in 1992, we begin to see signs of a bankruptcy…
With this trend, the future of overseas cultural and literary activities is not bright)17. Vo
Phien, Nguyen Hung Quoc and Nguyen Hoang Nam may be right in their observations
vis-à-vis the body of literary works in Vietnamese language, especially creative literary
works. But in other categories of recorded information, especially the research-oriented
materials, information in English language and the online information (for both English
and Vietnamese languages), the growth continued and in exponential proportion. From
1995-1999, production output of overseas literature did not show any sign of slowing
down. On the contrary, we witnessed a steady growth of overseas literature, in particular
in the category of newspapers. The most significant increase in newspapers happened in
Eastern Europe. Nguyen Ngoc Bich has observed: "ñã có lúc con sÓ nh»ng báo loåi nÀy lên
Ç‰n gÀn 100 t© khác nhau" (There was a time when the number of such newspapers went
up to almost 100 different titles)18 . The 2000 catalog of Dai Nam publishing house, the
largest Vietnamese publisher in the United States, listed more than 2000 titles, of which
296 were post-1975 publications. There are now thousands of websites on the
INTERNET covering almost every aspect of the overseas Vietnamese experience. (See
Appendix B for a selected listing of important websites). At the same time, production
and sale of non-book materials, such as music video tapes, cassette tapes and CDs, and
quite recently, talking books, continued to grow. By 1991, in the United States alone,
there were 12 Vietnamese-language television programs19.
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ORGANIZATION OF RECORDED INFORMATION
Gathering Information
Efforts in preserving this body of recorded information have been carried out by various
organizations/institutions, mostly located in the United States. Nguyen Hung Cuong,
former Deputy National Librarian of the Republic of Vietnam, has identified these
information-gathering institutions in his well-researched paper "Tài LiŒu ViŒt H†c Tåi Các
ThÜ ViŒn L§n Và Trung Tâm ViŒt H†c" (Vietnamese Studies Documents at Large Libraries and
Vietnamese Studies Centers) presented at the National Congress of Vietnamese in

America, held in Washington, D.C., August 198720. In the United States, these
institutions are:
- Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.;
- Cornell University Libraries, Ithaca, New York;
- Yale University Library, New Haven, Connecticut;
- Harvard-Yenching Library, Cambridge, Massachusetts;
- Southern Illinois University Morris Library, Carbondale, Illinois;
- University of California at Berkeley General Library, Berkeley, California;
- University of Hawaii Library, Honolulu, Hawaii;
- George Mason University, Indochina Institute, Fairfax, Virginia;
- Vietnamese Studies Document Delivery Center, San Jose, California; and,
- Indochina Resource Action Center (IRAC, later changing name to SEARAC,
South East Asia Resource Action Center), Washington, D.C.
It should be noted that the Vietnamese holdings of these institutions are largely pre-1975
publications. We should now add to the list:
- Vietnam Center of Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas, which now
houses the collections of the Indochina Archive transferred from UC
Berkeley.
- University of California, Irvine, Southeast Asian Archive
- University of Washington, Seattle, Washington.
- University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
In addition to these important institutions, most public libraries in American and
Canadian cities where there is a sizeable Vietnamese community also have Vietnameselanguage materials in their collections. In the United States, Los Angeles and Orange
County public libraries have a large collection of Vietnamese-language publications. In
Canada, the Montreal public library system has about 6,000 Vietnamese titles accessible
through its Merlin OPAC
(http://merlinweb.ville.montreal.qc.ca:1080/cgi-bin/bestn?id=%act=23%lang=1)
Organizing Information
Attempts have been made at these information-gathering institutions to make their
Vietnamese holdings accessible to users. The most important effort was carried out by
the Library of Congress in the publication of its Vietnamese Holdings in the Library of
Congress : A Bibliography (1982) and Vietnamese Holdings in the Library of Congress :
Supplement, 1979-1985 (1987). These two bibliographies are, however, heavily slanted
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toward North-Vietnamese publications and materials published in South Vietnam before
1975: in terms of monographs, the 1982 bibliography contains 1552 entries for South
Vietnamese entries out of a total of 2902 (53.48%); the 1987 bibliography is even worse,
listing only 439 entries out of a total of 1795 (24.45%), and among these 439 entries only
256 are for materials published after 1975.

LC Vietnam ese Holdings, 1982

LC South Vietnam ese Holdings,
1982
Post-1975

1350
North VN

43

South VN

S outh VN

1552
1509

LC Vietnam ese Holdings, 1987

Pre-1975

LC South Vietnam ese Holdings,
1987

439 South VN
183

Pre-1975

256
Post-1975

1356
North VN

Figure 2
Source: United States. Library of Congress. Vietnamese Holdings in the Library of
Congress : A Bibliography, 1982, and Supplement, 1979-1985.
As mentioned above, the generation of recorded information of the overseas Vietnamese
increased tremendously after 1985. These two Library of Congress bibliographies,
therefore, are not very useful. The Library of Congress has not published any further
supplements since then. Other Vietnamese (or Southeast Asian) Studies centers have
also published bibliographies based on their holdings. Even some public library systems
have done the same thing. In general, however, there are not too many bibliographies
available on Vietnamese materials. The main reasons for this lack of enthusiasm in
publishing printed bibliographies are: first, it is too expensive (and the 1990s was a
decade of financial restraint for libraries, even for the Library of Congress); second, the
appearance of the OPACs (online public access catalogs) makes information retrieval a
lot easier than it used to be in the past; third, the INTERNET and Web technologies now
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make information provision and exchange not only easier but also a lot faster. This could
hold true for experienced library users but this could present many difficulties for
ordinary people. Not all library systems, especially public libraries, are Z39.50compliant and that requires that the users have to know the information retrieval syntax
used by different systems. In addition, almost all North American library systems cannot
display Vietnamese diacritics. In many instances, the Vietnamese users cannot tell if the
OPAC records displayed really are for the books they are searching. (See Appendix A
for a selected bibliography of bibliographies).
Documenting The Experience
There have been numerous efforts to document the overseas Vietnamese experience. In
Canada, an exhibition titled "Boat People No Longer : Vietnamese Canadians" was
opened on October 16, 1998 at the Canadian Museum of Civilization in Hull, Quebec
(URL: http://www.civilization.ca/membrs/traditio/vietnam/viint00e.html). The exhibition was
introduced in the Museum's Communique as follows: "More than 400 artifacts
representing the various aspects of the lives and traditions of the Vietnamese in Canada
made up Boat People No Longer : Vietnamese Canadians, filling 5,000 square feet of
exhibition space in the Arts and Traditions Hall. Members of the Vietnamese community
in Canada have generously loaned numerous objects in the exhibition, which is divided
into five categories based on the following themes: historical context; arrival of the boat
people in Canada; community, family and religion; cultural traditions; adaptation to
change, and contributions of the Vietnamese to this country". In the United States, the
Southeast Asian Archive of the University of California, Irvine Libraries, has recently
presented an exhibition called "Documenting the Overseas Vietnamese Experience"
(URL: http://www.lib.uci.edu/new/seaexhibit/vietnamam.html). It is also worth noticing the
efforts of an individual Vietnamese, Trong Minh, in his published series "VÈ Vang Dân
ViŒt = The Pride of The Vietnamese People", which recorded case histories of success of
numerous overseas Vietnamese.
USE OF INFORMATION
Personal Use
People seek information for their own use. The Vietnamese are no exception. The
author of this paper is aware of only a few library users' surveys done for Vietnamese
materials in public libraries. However, personal use of this body of recorded information
can be ascertained by at least the three following factors: 1) the continued growth of nonbook music materials mentioned earlier; 2) the presence of Vietnamese language
collections now available in almost all medium-sized and large North American cities;
and, 3) the proliferation of newspapers, especially the ones distributed free at grocery
stores. The third factor is a unique phenomenon of the overseas Vietnamese community.
Son Tung has observed: "Trong c¶ng ÇÒng ngÜ©i ViŒt ª MÏ hiŒn nay có hai nghŠ làm æn thÜ©ng
ÇÜ®c nghe nói t§i nhiŠu nhÃt là nghŠ mª tiŒm phª và ra báo (Right now, within the
Vietnamese community in the U.S., the two most talked-about businesses are to open a
"pho" (Vietnamese noodle soup) restaurant and to publish a newspaper)21. The free
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newspapers overwhelmingly outnumber the ones that sell. According to Chu Ba Anh, in
February 1991, in the United States there were about 180 newspapers, among which only
10 were for sale22. In addition to literary matter such as shorts stories, "feuilleton"
novels, and poetry, these newspapers also provide their readers with numerous
advertisements for local businesses, as well as local, national and even international
news. It can be assumed that the overseas Vietnamese, on an individual basis, have relied
heavily on these publications--especially because they are free-- to satisfy their own
information needs, both educational and recreational. The author of this paper is not
aware of any systematic and comprehensive study on why and how Vietnamese seek and
use information. Through personal contacts, the author of this paper has acquired the
following use statistics:
- from the Saskatchewan Provincial Library: in 1999, 186 requests were
submitted for Vietnamese materials and 1311 Vietnamese titles were
circulated to fill these requests (Information provided by Joseph Onufer,
Saskatchewan Provincial Library, Multilingual Services).
- from University of California at Irvine (UCI): interlibrary loan requests
average 25/quarter, 50-60% of these requests concern the Vietnamese
(Information provided by Anne Frank, Librarian, Southeast Asian Archive,
UCI).
- from Bibliotheque de Montreal: in 1999, external loans total 79,430 (78,863
for adults and 567 for children) (Information provided by Lam Van Be, Head
Librarian of Mile-End Branch Library, Responsible for Multilingual
Collection Development, Montreal Public Library; See Appendix C).
- from Santa Ana Public Library: between July 1998 and June 1999, total
Vietnamese items checked out 26,429; size of collection 5,822; total
Vietnamese patrons 4568; average number of books checked out per person
per year 5.78 (Information provided by Angie Nguyen, Newhope Branch
Library Learning Center).
As a rule, these statistics should be used with caution for two reasons: 1) They reflect
only the number of materials checked out through circulation systems; they do not
include in-library uses of materials; 2) In many places, some cities in California for
example, non-resident policy recently implemented, which imposes an annual fee for
library cards for non-residents, has resulted in lower Vietnamese materials circulation
figures.
Community Use
Vietnamese people always have a very strong feeling toward community life. Coming to
the U.S. as refugees, sponsored by church groups or service clubs, they were first
scattered across the country, but after a few years they were regrouped in large
communities. This secondary migration, which is believed to continue23, has resulted in
four large centers of overseas Vietnamese in the United States: California, Washington
(State), Texas, and the District of Columbia (D.C.) Area (D.C. + Maryland + Virginia).
And wherever we have a sizeable Vietnamese community, we have a Vietnamese
association as an umbrella organization representing the whole community with
secondary organizations such as "mutual assistance associations" (MAA), high school
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alumni associations, Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces veterans organizations, and
religious associations. A conservative estimate puts the current number of MAA in the
United States at 130024. Many of these organizations publish newsletters, bulletins or
occasional papers. Mr. Nguyen Hung Cuong's A Bibliography of Overseas Vietnamese
Periodicals and Newspapers, 1975-1995, although not exhaustive and only up to 1995,
lists almost 200 titles under the two categories of Occasional Papers and Newsletters.
These publications not only provide news that are specifically meaningful for the target
groups but also give other useful information for the resettlement of their members. In
Canada we even have an umbrella organization for the whole country: the Vietnamese
Canadian Federation, which, in addition to their bimonthly Bulletin and quarterly
Magazine, also issues proceedings of their annual summer seminars (each seminar
focused on a specific topic; last year, the seminar was held on November 13-14, 1999, in
Ottawa, and the topic was "Women as Agents of Change in the New Millennium";
proceedings of recent seminars are now available at the Federation's website at:
http://www.vietfederation.ca). Vietnamese business directories, compiled either by the
local Vietnamese association or the local principal Vietnamese newspaper, are now
available in most large North American cities. And, of course, all local associations have
information or inquiry service to help fellow newcomers in their house searching, job
seeking, and in their dealings with local health, social and educational agencies. Another
characteristic of overseas Vietnamese community life is the special role played by
religious centers like Buddhist temples and Roman Catholic churches. Within smaller
communities, especially where an umbrella Vietnamese association does not exist, these
centers are functioning like community centers. All kinds of information exchange occur
at these locations on: funerals, weddings, special events (Lunar New Year, Mid-Autumn
Festival, Vietnam Flood Relief Funding, etc.). Last, but not least, local heritage language
schools (mostly operating during weekends) are also important consumers of recorded
information such as textbooks, spelling books, children's books, music materials, etc.
Institutional Use
Government and Non-Government Use
Government agencies at all levels-- federal, state/provincial, and local-- and nongovernment organizations (NGOs)--e.g., local churches and/or charities-- are not only
major information creators but also important information users. They need to have
reliable data in their project/program/service planning and in many instances they seek
and use information generated by advocacy groups or by the Vietnamese organizations
themselves. In Canada, the Vietnamese Canadian Federation has come many times
before various House of Commons committees to submit all kinds of information these
committees needed. In the United States, IRAC (and later SEARAC) constantly gathered
information--mostly demographic-- about Vietnamese refugees/immigrants and provided
them to government agencies when requested. Government agencies and NGOs,
however, should be encouraged to also make use of non-Vietnamese materials, which
tend to offer a more analytic overview of the Vietnamese experience, since the
Vietnamese materials often are more personal but less analytic25.
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Research
This is an important area of information use among overseas Vietnamese. After 25 years
of resettlement overseas, a whole new generation of Vietnamese has grown up in the
United States and elsewhere. They "enter the universities of the US with the highest
grade scores and test averages, tend to enter the most difficult fields of study, and have
the highest graduation rate of any ethnic group"26. Many of these younger Vietnamese
Americans continue to study at the graduate level. They aggressively seek and
selectively use information about the older generations' struggle to adapt and survive in
the new and alien environment. We are now witnessing the appearance of numerous
studies in English on issues like acculturation, generation gap, identity crisis among
Vietnamese Americans. In a recent study conducted at UC Berkeley by doctoral
candidate Thai C. Hung, it was found that the younger generation of overseas
Vietnamese, growing up in the United States, still studying in or graduating from
American universities, are now returning to their roots, making more friends with other
fellow Vietnamese Americans, participating more in Vietnamese community activities27.
Do Quy Linh Thu, a second-year student at Rice University, Houston, Texas, let us know
how she used recorded information in the following statement: "Thanks to the miracle
known as electronic mail, or e-mail, I have learned some pretty fascinating anecdotes.
One e-mail I received mentioned a sociological report on Vietnamese Americans, stating
that Vietnamese Americans performed extremely well in school because we, supposedly,
have excellent memories and great big families that stress familial ties and
interdependence"28. In addition to the traditional printed sources, of course, these
researchers also make use of state-of-the-art information technology advances, such as
the Internet, electronic journals, maillists, and usegroups. Their dual function as
information consumers and information providers will definitely provide new dimensions
for the body of recorded information on overseas Vietnamese experience.
CONCLUSION
The Vietnamese, as one of the newest ethnic groups in the United States, have achieved
amazing successes in almost every aspect of American society. In the information
domain, they have generated a significantly large body of recorded information. A
Vietnamese literature in exile was blossoming during the late 1980s and continued to
thrive up to today. The number of magazines and newspapers produced by the overseas
Vietnamese, especially during the 1990s, was beyond imagination. This body of
information has been put in good use by various Vietnamese organizations as well as
government agencies and NGOs. The organization of this body of recorded information,
however, although already started almost two decades ago, is still inadequate and makes
research work in this field very difficult.
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APPENDIX B
Selected List of Vietnam-Related Websites
General Information
eViet (The Vietnamese Internet Directory)
http://eviet.com/frame/welcome.html

Saigon.Com
http://www.saigon.com/saigon.html

VietGate
http://www.vietgate.net/

Vietnamese Boat People
http://www.boatpeople.com/

VietPage
http://www.vietpage.com/

VietSpace
http://www.kicon.com/

Viet-Net
http://www.vnet.org/

VN-Central (Search Directory for Vietnamese Online)
http://www.vncentral.com/

Community
New Orleans Vietnamese
http://www.nolaviet.com/

Vietnamese Canadian Federation
http://www.vietfederation.ca

Vietnamese Association in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
http://www.freenet.edmonton.ab.ca/viets/

Vietnamese Association in British Columbia, Canada
http://www.geocities.com/Paris/Arc/7599/

Vietnamese Association of Michigan
http://www.hoinguoivietmi.com/

Vietnamese Community Council in Ottawa
http://www.vietfederation.ca/ottawa/index.htm

Vietnamese Community in Montreal, Quebec, Canada
http://www.vietnam.qc.ca/

Vietnamese Community in Washington, DC Metropolitan Area
http://www.freeviet.org/cdhmv/cdhmv.html

Vietnamese in Northeastern USA
http://www.viet-ne.org/
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Associations
LEAF-VN (The Library and Education Assistance Foundation for Vietnam)
http://www.leaf.org

UCLA Vietnamese Student Union
http://www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/vsu/

Vietnamese Association for Computing, Engineering Technology and Science
http://www.vacets.org/vacets.html

Vietnamese Cultural Society of Metropolitan Washington
http://www.vcsmw.org/

Vietnamese Economics Network
http://www.arts.uwaterloo.ca/~vecon/index.html

Vietnamese National Military Academy Alumni Association
http://www.vobi-vietnam.org/

Vietnamese Mutual Assistance Association
http://hometown.aol.com/vmaatx/vmaa.html

Vietnamese Professionals Society
http://www.vps.org/

Vietnamese Student Associations Worlwide
http://www.geocities.com/CollegePark/2929/

Exhibition
Canadian Museum of Civilization
http://www.civilization.ca/membrs/traditio/vietnam/viint00e.html

Documenting the Vietnamese Refugee Experience
http://www.lib.uci.edu/new/seaexhibit/vietnamam.html

News Media
Ngay Nay (Houston, Texas, USA)
http://www.asianmediaguide.com/vietnam/pub/ngay_nay.html

Nguoi Viet Daily News (Westminster, California, USA)
http://nguoi-viet.com/

The Ky 21 (Garden Grove, California, USA)
http://kicon.com/theky21/

Thoi Bao (Toronto, Ontario, Canada)
http://www.thoibao.com/vietfpmw.htm

Ve Nguon
http://www.venguon.org/magazine/bao_intro.htm

Radio and Television Stations
Dai Tieng Noi Viet Nam (Montreal, Quebec, Canada)
http://alcor.concordia.ca/~dm_doan/cungvang.htm

Radio Free Asia
http://www.rfa.org/
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Vietnamese Broadcasting Network
http://www.vbnweb.com/

VietScape
http://www.vietscape.com/

VNCR (Garden Grove, California, USA)
http://kicon.com/VNCR/

Voice of Vietnam Radio
http://www.vovradio.com/

Research
Cornell University Library
http://www.library.cornell.edu/catalog

George Mason University
http://library.gmu.edu/

Harvard-Yenching Institute
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/~yenching/index.html

Institute of Vietnamese Studies
http://www.viethoc.org/

Library of Congress
http://lcweb.loc.gov/z3950/gateway.html#other

Southeast Asia Resource Action Center
http://www.searac.org/

Southern Illinois University Morris Library
http://www.lib.siu.edu/

Texas Tech University Vietnam Center
http://www.ttu.edu/~vietnam/vietnam.htm

Vietnamese Studies Internet Resource Center
http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Stage/8421/

UCI Libraries
http://www.lib.uci.edu/

University of Hawaii Libraries
http://www.hawaii.edu/library/

University of Michigan Center for South and Southeast Asian Studies
http://www.umich.edu/~iinet/csseas/

University of Washington Libraries
http://www.lib.washington.edu/

Yale University Library
http://www.library.yale.edu/
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APPENDIX C
Bibliothèque de Montréal*
Collection des livres vietnamiens : inventaire et prêts externes
1999
Bibliothèque

Inventaire

Adultes
Mile-End
Côte-des- Neiges
Plateau MontRoyal
Total

Jeunes Total

Prêts externes
Adultes Jeunes Total

7 068
3 543
718

226
25
0

7 294
3 588
718

56 706
19 770
2 387

516
46
5

57 222
19 816
2 392

11 329

251

11 580

78 863

567

79 430

Van Be Lam*
Bibliothécaire Responsable
Bibliothèque Mile-End
Chargé du développement des collections des langues d'origine
Bibliothèque de Montréal

